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Optimising sampling and analysis
protocols in environmental DNA
studies
Andrew Buxton1*, Eleni Matechou2, Jim Griffin3, Alex Diana2 & Richard A. Griffiths1
Ecological surveys risk incurring false negative and false positive detections of the target species.
With indirect survey methods, such as environmental DNA, such error can occur at two stages: sample
collection and laboratory analysis. Here we analyse a large qPCR based eDNA data set using two
occupancy models, one of which accounts for false positive error by Griffin et al. (J R Stat Soc Ser C
Appl Stat 69: 377–392, 2020), and a second that assumes no false positive error by Stratton et al.
(Methods Ecol Evol 11: 1113–1120, 2020). Additionally, we apply the Griffin et al. (2020) model to
simulated data to determine optimal levels of replication at both sampling stages. The Stratton et al.
(2020) model, which assumes no false positive results, consistently overestimated both overall and
individual site occupancy compared to both the Griffin et al. (2020) model and to previous estimates
of pond occupancy for the target species. The inclusion of replication at both stages of eDNA analysis
(sample collection and in the laboratory) reduces both bias and credible interval width in estimates of
both occupancy and detectability. Even the collection of > 1 sample from a site can improve parameter
estimates more than having a high number of replicates only within the laboratory analysis.
Biodiversity assessments are increasingly carried out by indirect survey methodologies, such as the targeting of
environmental DNA (eDNA). Such surveys rely on the collection, isolation and identification of DNA released
from source organisms into the environment, to assess recent occupancy of a site by a species1,2. Both singlespecies qPCR and multi-species metabarcoding3,4 approaches to eDNA analysis infer that the detection of DNA
indicates the presence of the target species. However, unlike direct observations of the species in the field, eDNA
analysis involves two stages of sampling and analysis (i.e. field sampling and laboratory analysis) with imperfect
detection possible at both stages5.
Optimising survey design to account for and reduce imperfect detection should be a key consideration in any
study using e DNA6,7. Consideration needs to be given both to sample collection and laboratory analysis design,
as well as downstream data processing. The level of error and therefore detectability, in a study targeting eDNA,
will be influenced by several factors, relating to the s pecies8, survey timing 9, concentration of DNA within the
waterbody9, sample volume10, strategy used to collect a sample11, protocols used for DNA extraction12 and DNA
amplification and identification p
 rotocols4. Taking these into consideration and refining the methodologies used
will reduce error, but it would be naïve to assume this would be sufficient to ensure it was zero in all c ases7. The
number of sites, number of replicate samples collected from each site and level of replication undertaken within
the laboratory13,14 will influence overall detectability. However, the use of statistical software and modelling
approaches can also be considered to infer and account for site occupancy and the probabilities of observation
error rates across a data set7,15–18 . As stated by Tingley et al.19 “Future eDNA studies should still estimate the
likelihood of, and properly account for, false positive detections using modelling approaches”.
The levels of replication needed at different stages of the workflow have not been standardised across eDNA
studies, with some undertaking replication at both the sample collection and analysis stages20,21, while others
replicate only at the analysis s tage22. The level of field replication is usually low, with a single sample often collected, or multiple samples collected and then combined for analysis, although up to ten samples per site have
been collected and analysed independently23. At the laboratory stage, replication can vary considerably from
three24, to 1 222 in some quantitiative PCR (qPCR) base studies. The disparity between the levels of replication
seen at stage 1 and stage 2 is likely to be due to replication at stage 1 being more logistically onerous than stage
1
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Figure 1.  A schematic representation of the G
 riffin16 model demonstrating true and false results at both stages.
ψ: species presence; θ11: Stage 1 true positive; θ01: Stage 1 false negative; θ00: stage 1 true negative; θ10: stage 1
false positive; p11:Stage 2 true positive; p01: Stage 2 false negative; p00: Stage 2 true negative; p10: Stage 2 false
positive.
2. The optimal levels of replication at field and laboratory stages have yet to be assessed in eDNA surveys. This is
important, as insufficient levels of replication may lead to low confidence in results, while over-replication risks
wasting resources that could be directed elsewhere.
Validation of the eDNA survey method has usually been against other survey methods, using direct or indirect observations25,26. However, all survey methods suffer from imperfect detection: the target organism—or
its DNA—may be present but not be detected (false negative error), or the target may be detected when it is in
fact absent, a misidentification (false positive error)5,27. With surveys relying on direct observation of a species,
there is only one stage where the error may occur. On the other hand, in eDNA surveys errors may occur at two
levels—sample collection in the field (Stage 1) and sample analysis in the laboratory (Stage 2)7. Figure 1 shows
a schematic representation of true and false results at both stages. The probabilities of false positive and negative errors and the probability of site occupancy may also be influenced by a variety of covariates that relate to
environmental conditions, which could act at either Stage 1 or Stage 2 5.
Occupancy models28–30 have been used extensively to model data collected by direct observation of the target
species. More recently, multi-scale occupancy models, which account for the two stages of eDNA surveys, have
also been proposed and implemented in R. Two examples are the EDNAOCCUPANCY R package31 and the
msocc package18, with the latter implementing more efficient inference than the former, in a Bayesian framework
using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method of sampling from a probability distribution. The msocc
package by Stratton et al.18 also provides a web-based application to allow analysis via a user-friendly interface.
These conventional occupancy models only account for the probability of a false negative observation error at the
two eDNA survey stages. However, it is known that false positive errors are non-negligible in eDNA s urveys5,7,19.
For example, contamination of samples, misclassification of DNA sequences or poor specificity within the PCR
process may all result in false positive detections. Guillera-Arroita et al.32 were the first to propose a model that
accounts for both false negative and false positive observation error in the two stages of eDNA surveys. As is the
case with similar models, (e.g. Royle and Link27) the model is only locally identifiable with eDNA data alone33.
However, this limitation can be overcome via calibration from unambiguous survey methods or calibration
experiments to identify core modelling parameters, both non-trivial exercises, or introducing informative prior
distributions19,32,34. In addition, Guillera-Arroita et al.32 assumed that the probability of site occupancy as well as
the probabilities of observation error are the same across all sites, an assumption that may not apply in all studies.
To circumvent these issues, Griffin et al.16 extended the Guillera-Arroita et al.32 model by considering a
Bayesian approach and using informative prior distributions, to overcome identifiability issues and to allow for
the estimation of occupancy and error at both field and laboratory stages to be functions of site covariates. The
model can consider opportunistic confirmed presence–only data, but—unlike other modelling approaches—does
not rely on it. We clarify here that, as is the case with conventional occupancy models, replication at the sample
stage and analysis stage is necessary for all model parameters to be estimable. When there is no replication, for
example when only a single sample has been collected from each site, then using opportunistic presence-only
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Figure 2.  (a) Mean bias in occupancy (ψ) estimate with varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and
qPCR replication (K). (b) Mean 95% PCI width for occupancy (ψ) plotted on a logarithmic scale, with varying
numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR replication (K).
data, which are often easily obtainable, or modelling the probability of occupancy as a function of site covariates,
helps overcome identifiability issues. These new models offer a unique opportunity to define levels of confidence
in the results from eDNA data sets and to examine the effect of covariates on occupancy and detection at all
stages of the analysis. An R shiny App has been created for the Griffin et al.16 model as presented in Diana et al.34,
to provide a user-friendly application for the analysis of eDNA data for occupancy and error. The Diana et al.34
app implements an efficient MCMC algorithm for fitting the Griffin et al.16 model and for performing efficient
Bayesian variable selection to identify important predictors of the probability of occupancy and the probabilities
of observation error in both stages.
We apply the Griffin et al.16 model to simulated data to demonstrate its utility at different scales (number of
sites) and the effect of replication at both sample collection and laboratory stages. We also apply it to a large eDNA
data set targeting the great crested newt (Triturus cristatus) using the qPCR analysis method. We describe the
performance of the model and the results it generates in terms of estimating the probabilities of site occupancy
and of observation error at both stages and compare this to the output from the Stratton et al.18 model.

Results

Simulated data. The aim of the simulation was twofold: (1) to identify both optimum number of field sam-

ples (M) and qPCR replication (K) over a range of sample sizes (S); and (2) to identify the minimum number of
sites required to provide reliable estimates of occupancy and error.
M, S and K are all important in reducing the bias and mean posterior credible interval (PCI) widths for all
or some of occupancy (ψ), stage 1 false positive (θ10 ), stage 1 true positive (θ11 ), stage 2 false positive ( p10 ) and
stage 2 true positive ( p11 ) (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). For ψ there is some bias leading to an over-estimation of occupancy
when S is low (either 20 or 100), but this becomes negligible when S increases to at least 500 (Fig. 2A). Neither M
nor K influenced bias in ψ. The mean PCI width for ψ reduced between 21% (S = 500, K = 6) and 66% (M = 100,
K = 10) when M was increased from one to two and to some extent depended on the individual combinations
of K and S. However, when M was increased from two to four the reduction was between 1% (S = 500, K = 2)
and 33% (S = 20, K = 2) again dependant on K and S. With increasing S, the mean PCI width of ψ also dropped
sharply at all levels of M (Fig. 2B).
Increasing M and S led to a reduction in bias for both θ10 and θ11 (Stage 1 false and true positives) (Fig. 3A,C).
Increasing M from one to two reduces θ10 bias at S = 20 and S = 100 considerably; however, increasing sampling
further to M = 4 yields little increase in accuracy. When S was large (S > 500), increasing M also reduced bias;
however, these were not as prominent (Fig. 3A,C). Again, for θ11 raising the number of samples from one to two
increases accuracy substantially, an increase to M = 4 when S was low did not show any further reduction in
bias. At higher levels of S, the reduction in mean bias for θ11 with increasing M was less pronounced. In a similar
manner to ψ, a reduction of mean PCI width with an increase in M and S was seen within the data for both θ10
and θ11 (Fig. 3B,D), though the PCI width is wider for θ10 and θ11 than observed for the ψ estimate.
For both p10 and p11 mean bias is negligible when S ≥ 500, at all values for K and M. However, when S is low,
we do see a reduction in bias with both increasing M and K (Fig. 4A,C). When S is low, the reduction in bias with
increasing qPCR replicates is very strong between K = 2 and K = 4 with some improvement up to K = 6. However,
above this level, increases in K have very little impact on Stage 2 bias. Increasing M from one to two—and to a
lesser extent between two to four—does reduce p10 bias, however its influence on p11 was limited. As with mean
bias, p10 demonstrates an improvement in mean PCI width with an increase in all three M, S and K (Fig. 4B).
The reduction in mean PCI width for p10 with increased K is most pronounced between K = 2 and K = 6 and is
observed at all levels of M and S, however when M = 1 an improvement is also seen up to the maximum level for
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Figure 3.  (a) Mean Bias in Stage 1 false positives (θ10) estimate with varying numbers of sites (S), samples
collected (M) and qPCR replication (K). (b) Mean 95% PCI width for Stage 1 false positives (θ10) plotted on a
logarithmic scale, with varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR replication (K). (c) Mean
Bias in Stage 1 true positives (θ11) estimate with varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR
replication (K). (d) Mean 95% PCI width for Stage 1 true positives (θ11) plotted on a logarithmic scale, with
varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR replication (K).
K simulated (Fig. 4B). Posterior mean estimates with credible intervals for ψ, θ10, θ11, p10 and p11 can be found
in Supplementary Figures S4, S5, S6, S7, and S8.

Evaluating model performance using great crested newt eDNA data. In the real great crested
newt data set, 72% of the samples returned no positive qPCR replicates (Supplementary Fig. S1). Those that
returned at least one positive qPCR replicate most commonly either returned all 12 replicates as positive (23%),
or only one replicate as positive (17%), indicating a bimodal distribution in the frequency of qPCR replicates
amplifying (Supplementary Fig. S2). Naïve occupancy can be set at different thresholds. If a single positive qPCR
is used to define occupancy, then the naïve rate is 0.28. However, this reduces if two (0.23) or three (0.20) positive qPCR replicates are used as the threshold for defining occupancy. The presence of the species was confirmed
by direct observation in only 53 of the 2958 sites, with 41% of these returning all 12 qPCR replicates as positive
(Supplementary Fig. S3). However, 13% of surveys that revealed the presence of the species by direct observation
yielded zero qPCR amplification (Figure S3), demonstrating confirmed false negative results.
The posterior mean of the probability of pond occupancy at the baseline level was found to be 0.26 (PCI:
0.14–0.41) when assessed using the Griffin et al.16 model (Table 1), very close to the naïve estimate of 0.28 for
occupancy assigned using a single positive qPCR replicate. However, the mean PCIs were wide and encompassed
naïve estimates at various naïve occupancy selection thresholds. In contrast, the Stratton et al.18 model was found
to have a higher posterior mean estimate for occupancy of 0.47 (PCI: 0.35–0.65; Fig. 5). Although there is some
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Figure 4.  (a) Mean Bias in Stage 1 false positives ( p10) estimate with varying numbers of sites (S), samples
collected (M) and qPCR replication (K). (b) Mean 95% PCI width for Stage 1 false positives ( p10) plotted on a
logarithmic scale, with varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR replication (K). (c) Mean
Bias in Stage 1 true positives ( p11) estimate with varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR
replication (K). (d) Mean 95% PCI width for Stage 1 true positives ( p11) plotted on a logarithmic scale, with
varying numbers of sites (S), samples collected (M) and qPCR replication (K).
Stratton et al. Model18

Griffin et al.16 Model

Stage 1 True Positive

0.59 (PCI: 0.42–0.77)

Stage 1 False Positive

0

0.77 (PCI: 0.57–0.92)

Stage 2 True Positive

0.55 (PCI: 0.54–0.56)

0.84 (PCI: 0.81–0.87)

Stage 2 False Positive

0

0.02 (PCI: 0.01–0.04)

Occupancy

0.47 (PCI: 0.35–0.65)

0.26 PCI: (0.14–0.41)

0.02 (PCI: 0.003–0.08)

Table 1.  Posterior mean estimates and 95% CI for occupancy, true and false positive error estimates using
both the Stratton et al.18 model and Griffin et al.16 model.

overlap of the credible intervals, the posterior means of the two models do not fall within the intervals for each
other, demonstrating the risk of overestimating the probability of occupancy when false positive observation
error is ignored. The probability of a true positive observation is estimated as lower for the Stratton et al.18 model
at both Stage 1 and Stage 2 compared to the Griffin et al.16 model although credible intervals for true positive
results at Stage 1 overlap (Table 1).
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Figure 6.  Paired site posterior mean occupancy probabilities for the Stratton et al.18 model (x-axis) and Griffin
et al.16 model (y-axis), the black line represents the line through the origin.
Due to the inclusion of covariates, we can compare the site (pond) specific occupancy estimates for the two
models. The Stratton et al.18 model was found to produce a higher site-specific occupancy estimate for 97.4% of
sites (Fig. 6). Similarly, we examined the mean PCI width for site-specific occupancy estimates between the two
apps, with the Stratton et al.18 model found to have a larger width at 95.1% of sites, with PCI only overlapping for
40.5% of sites. Without exception, for sites where there is no PCI overlap, the Stratton et al.18 model overestimated
occupancy compared to the Griffin et al.16 model.
The Griffin et al.16 model allows for the conditional probability of species absence to be calculated for x
number of positive qPCR replicates for a baseline site, i.e. when all continuous covariates are equal to 0 and all
categorical covariates are equal to their baseline level. With low numbers of replicates amplifying, the conditional
probability of species absence is close to one and remains largely unchanged when fewer than three qPCR replicates amplify. The conditional probability of occupancy then changes rapidly between three and five replicates,
before levelling off. There is little increase in occupancy estimates above six positive qPCR replicates, (Fig. 7).
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replicates, calculated using the Griffin et al.16 model.

Discussion

Optimising survey design, and identifying the number of sites, samples, and laboratory replication, needs to be
taken into consideration at the planning stage for any eDNA study. A compromise between replication, unnecessary effort and cost needs to be met. Using the Griffin et al.16 model, with the simulation input parameters for
true occupancy (0.1), θ10 (0.01), θ11 (0.85), p10 (0.01) and p11 (0.9); we find that very little replication either at
Stage 1 or Stage 2 can lead to biases and wide credible intervals in the occupancy and error estimates. This error
is exacerbated when the number of sites is low (20 or 100 sites in our analysis). However, replication at Stage 1
seems to reduce bias across the three parameters, to a greater extent than replication at Stage 2; had K = 1 been
included it is likely we would have also seen a large reduction in error between K = 1 and K = 2. With two samples collected from each site and analysed using between four and six qPCR replicates, less bias and narrower
credible intervals are obtained than where only a single sample is collected but analysed with a high number of
laboratory replicates. This is irrespective of number of sites visited. Increasing the number of qPCR replicates
(K) does improve p10 and p11 bias and mean PCI width: this is expected as they operate at Stage 2, although the
overall occupancy estimate was unaffected. Most of the improvement in p10 and p11 bias and mean PCI width
is seen when Stage 2 replication is increased from two to six replicates, with minimal improvement above this
level. Again, this is most prominent in studies with low numbers of sites.
Within eDNA studies, replication is usually focused at Stage 2, with no or limited replication at Stage 1. A
widely used commercial example of this is the great crested newt commercial protocol within the U
 K35, where
a single field sample is collected, extracted and then analysed using 12 qPCR replicates. A suitable compromise,
which would minimise both error and effort (based on the input parameters for this simulation), would be two
field samples per site each of which should be analysed four- to six-times using qPCR. It is assumed within this
analysis that site occupancy does not change between field sampling events. i.e. multiple samples are collected
at the same time. Our simulation study suggests that when the number of sites is low, some bias in the inference may be expected, depending on the level of replication in both stages. Our suggested level of replication
(i.e. M = 2; K = 4–6) would be cost-effective compared to the current protocol for great crested newts (i.e. M = 1;
K = 12), providing the same or a net reduction in the total number of qPCR runs, which is where most of the
analytical costs lie.
The existence of false negative results is widely accepted20,21, and their existence was demonstrated in our data
with 13% of samples where occupancy had been confirmed by direct observation failing to show any amplification. However, the bimodal distribution of amplification in terms of the number of qPCR replicates amplifying
across all samples (Figs. S1 and S2), indicates that a low proportion of qPCR replicates amplifying may reflect
false positives. Peaks where a high proportion of replicates amplify, are likely to be cases where the amount of
eDNA in a sample is greater than a limiting threshold for amplification. Nonetheless, without considering false
positive error, no similar justification exists for peaks in amplification with a low number of positive replicates,
i.e. the number of samples amplifying 1/12 in a data set being considerably greater than the background level of
amplification, where between 3/12 and 10/12 replicates amplify. Additionally, the posterior conditional probability of species absence is high when only a small proportion of qPCR replicates amplify. This supports false
positives being more likely to be represented by samples where only a few replicates amplify, and that it is important to consider them in the analysis5,19. Interpretations about presence-absence using eDNA have so far relied
on arbitrary thresholds about the number of positive qPCR replicates required to indicate presence. We have
shown that naïve occupancy estimates for a threshold of one, two or three positive qPCR replicates, all fall within
the modelled credible intervals for occupancy for our case study of great crested newts, using the Griffin et al.16
model. However, to minimise false positives a single amplifying qPCR replicate may not be the most appropriate
threshold for assigning naïve occupancy to a site and a higher threshold should be applied.
The consequences of ignoring error rates when interpreting data are wide-ranging, and could have negative
implications for conservation policy, implementation, and success. As a result, modelled occupancy and error
rates need to be as unbiased and precise as possible. Here we examine the outputs from two models on the same
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data. The Griffin et al.16 and Stratton et al.18 models provide different estimates for occupancy for the same data,
with the Griffin et al.16 model suggesting an overall occupancy rate of 0.26, while the Stratton et al.18 model
was much higher at 0.47. Estimates for pond occupancy by great crested newts have been widely studied using
conventional survey methodologies with rates for the core range reported as between 0.31 and 0.3536. However,
naïve estimates of 0.13 may be more representative in marginal areas37. The great crested newt data used in this
analysis were collected from across the range of the species in England. As such we would expect the posterior
mean occupancy estimate to fall below that of the core range but above that of the marginal range, which is
observed within the Griffin et al.16 model. However, the estimate returned by the Stratton et al.18 model is greater
than previous occupancy estimates. A combination of failure to incorporate false positive error and the relatively
low estimates for detectability observed in the Stratton et al.18 model (0.59 at Stage 1 and 0.55 at Stage 2) are the
likely cause of the high occupancy estimate.
Within the Griffin et al.16 model, Stage 1 error demonstrated only a small degree of false positive results (0.02;
PCI: 0.003–0.08). While the probability of a true positive was 0.77 (PCI: 0.52–0.92), this equates to a false negative rate of 23%. However, the PCI around these figures are wide, with the false negative rate potentially being as
high as 48%. This is likely a result of the lack of replication at the sample collection phase; with the addition of
Stage 1 replication, these PCIs would decrease in width and provide more informative estimates. With Stage 2
false positive error of 0.02 (PCI: 0.01–0.04), and Stage 2 true positive rate of 0.84 (PCI: 0.81–0.87), this equates
to a false negative rate of 16%. PCI at Stage 2 were found to be narrower than in Stage 1, due to the higher level
of replication. This results in an overall estimate for occupancy closer to the naïve estimate, and closer to most
observed in nature, than the estimate observed with the Stratton et al.18 model.
The true site occupancy within the case study data set is unknown, as a result we cannot definitively present
one of the two models examined here as closer to a true value than the other. However, we show using simulated
data with similar input parameters (i.e., M = 1, S = 1000, K = 12) that the Griffin et al.16 model yields low bias
and high precision. As a result, we can assume a high degree of confidence in the estimate given by the Griffin
et al.16 model using these parameters, due to the large number of sites included in the case study data set. Based
on the simulations we would recommend that sampling protocols include true replication at Stage 1 as well as
retaining some replication at Stage 2. However, the level of Stage 2 replication that is seen in some protocols
may be unnecessary.

Methods

Simulated data. Data was simulated using R version 4.0.238 with estimates for occupancy (ψ), and with

probabilities corresponding to observation in Stage 1 (θ11 , θ10) and Stage 2 ( p11 , p10) , within levels we deemed
to be representative of real-world conditions and broadly similar to those published in Griffin et al.16 and Diana
et al.34, based on data collected for great crested newts. In all simulated data sets, occupancy (ψ) was set to 0.1,
while θ11 , or field sampling true positive rate set at 0.85, θ10 or field sampling false positive rate set to 0.01. p11 or
laboratory true positive rate at 0.9, with p10 or laboratory false positive rate set at 0.01. Data sets were simulated
varying S, the number of independent sites (20, 100, 500, 1000); M, the number of independent water samples
(1, 2, 4); and K, the number of independent qPCR replicates (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12), with ten repeats of each possible
combination of S, M and K. As explained in the introduction, when M or K are equal to 1 either confirmed
presence data or covariates need to be considered to allow ψ and θ10 or θ11 and p10 or p11 to be distinguishable
from one another34. To accommodate this, a continuous covariate centred at zero and a binary covariate with a
probability of occurrence at 0.5, were included within the simulations.
Each data set was fitted using the Griffin et al.16 model with the default prior distributions, with MCMC runs
set at 1 chain, 1000 burn-in iterations, 2000 iterations and thinning equal to 10. We calculated the mean difference between the true value used to simulate the data in each case and the posterior mean (referred to as bias),
as well as the average width of 95% posterior credible intervals (PCI) across the 10 runs, for each combination
of K, M and S and for each probability ψ, θ10, θ11, p10 and p11.

Evaluating model performance using great crested newt eDNA data case study. We compared
the performance of the Griffin et al.16 model and Stratton et al.18 model using a large eDNA data set collected
as part of a broader programme to mitigate the impacts of development on great crested newts within the UK.
eDNA samples were collected from a total of 2958 ponds (sites; S = 2958) across England in 2019, following the
methodologies outlined in Biggs et al.22. In sum, twenty subsamples were collected from around the pond and
pooled to give a single water sample per pond (M = 1). The samples were analysed in a commercial laboratory
with 12 qPCR replicates (K = 12). If any life stage of the species was observed directly while taking the eDNA
sample this was noted, but no targeted observational surveys for newts were undertaken. In addition, ten covariates that relate to the suitability of the pond and its immediate surrounding were collected at all survey sites using
the method described by Oldham et al.39.
All continuous covariates were manually standardised prior to the analysis to have mean 0 and standard
deviation 1, and sites with inconclusive eDNA results (signs of degradation or PCR inhibition) were removed.
The Diana et al.34 app was run locally in R 4.0.238. The number of burn-in iterations and iterations in one chain
were both kept at the default settings of 3000. The prior distributions were unchanged from the default settings.
Probabilities for occupancy, Stage 1 and Stage 2 true and false positive results were considered as functions of
all available covariates.
The Stratton model was run locally in R 4.0.238. This app requires qPCR replicates to be individually assigned,
whereas the data used was only made available as the total number of positive replicates. As a result, we randomly
assigned the appropriate number of positive and negative qPCR replicates so that each sample had the correct
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number. The app was run as outlined in Stratton et al.18 using a model where site was a function of covariates,
but sample and laboratory replication were not. The default 1000 MCMC samples was used.

Data availability

The raw data used in the model comparison case study was collected by Natural England and is available through
the Natural England Open Data Portal https://naturalengland-defra.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/ffba3805a4
d9439c95351ef7f26ab33c_0/data. The simulated data output and simulation code has been uploaded to Kent
Academic Repository (https://kar.kent.ac.uk/88282/).
Received: 19 February 2021; Accepted: 18 May 2021
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